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There has been a numerical increase and qualitative improverent
in Soviet naval units in the Mediterranean in recent years. There is

disagreement, however, over whether or not the Soviets have upset the
military balance in the Mediterranean. In examining the relative power
of the opposing alliances in the Mediterranean, this paper considers
all the forces which would probably be available to NATO and to the
Soviet Union in that area. In addition, it considers geopolitical
factors including the Yontreux Convention, opposing naval strategies,
and the current political situation in the area. The data was gathered
usinr a literary search. The paper concludes that Soviet naval forces
in the Yediterranean are heavily outnumbered and subject to isolation,

and that the trend in force development in that area is decidely

against the USSR. However, the current Arab-sraeli conflict does

-'fer thc Soviets the possibility of upsetting the balance on NATO's
south-nr 41'ink,
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THE NATURE OF GROWING SOVIET POWER IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

In 1966, the Chairman of the Committee on Armed Services of the

House of Representatives requested a study be made on the changing

strategic naval balance between the USSR and the US, The study, con-

ducted under the chairmanship of Admiral H. D. FeltJ USN (Ret.),

concluded that the leaders of the Soviet Union had made a far-reaching

decision to enormously increase the USSR's strategic mobility and that

within five years the Soviets would have thp capability for naval

intervention in the most di3tant reeions of the world.1 In discussing

the irowing Soviet --ower in the Mediterranean, the study noted that in

1964 there were nc more than three or four Soviet naval vessels in the

M.editerranean and that in four years that number had crown to forty.

The vrowing Soviet Yediterranean Squadron (SOWTDRON) was then already

regarded as powerful enough to influence weak and unstable nations, to

sinnrt Sgfypt and Syria directly, to threaten oil shipments to Western

Europe and to ex:ose Creece and Turkey to pressure. Furthermore, the

study su rested that the US Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean was

beconin a less credible deterrent.
2

Five y-.rs have now passed, and the strength of the SOVMYEDRON

continues to b! trumpeted by oPficial3 and unofficial sources. 4 The

US Sixth Fl-ent has even been described by a former Commander, Admiral

Isaac Kidd Jr., as walkint, "the tightrope" of adequacy. 5 However, a

contrary view api ears to be held by Secretary oC Defense Elliot I.

Richardson, who stated bWore the gouse ,trmed Se"vices Committee

recently thatt



Although the Soviets havP made significant improvements in
their Navy, there remain some basic deficiencies . . . . The

Soviets must contend with a paucity of all-weather ports. a
lack of air cover when the surface fleet operates far from
the 38viet homeland, and insufficient open-ocean replenish-
ment.

The purcose of t)'is paper is to examine the current status of the

Soviet nower in the Mediterranean in order to determine whether their

capabilities have sif nificantly increased over the past five years, as

anticipated by the Felt study, or whether their position is still so

deficient, as suggested by Secretary Richardson, that intervention by

their forces in local disputes might only invite their destruction.

The subject will be anproached from the ooint of view of the "total

force concent.,, Not only will US forces be considered but also those

of our Ailies in the Yediterranean. This approach will conflict with

many past comparisons in which only US and USSR forces were considered.

It is so-ndly based, however, on current US strategy as expressed in

the Nixon Doctrine.
7

GEOPOLITICAL CONSIDiRATIONS

Throughout history the Mediterranean has been a staLe for conflict.

The powers who have dominated it have enjoyed easy access to both raw

materials and markets and have prospered.

Durin!, the east decade, the Mediterranean has again become a focal

area for contending powers. The NATO sea lines of communication are

threatened by an increasing Soviet naval presence. The Supreme Allied

Commander Dirope, (teneral Andrew J. rtoodpaster, has identifie-d the

threat as of great strateeic importance to te Atlantic Alliance. 8

2



Several compellinc reasons have been advanced to explain why the

Soviet Union chooses to confront NATO in te Mediterranean. The most

well kiiown explanation is that, historically, the Russians have sought

to secure wary.-water ports and free exit to the world's oceans, But,

perhaps a more relevant reason for Soviet interest in the Mediter-

ranoean, and one cornletely copatible with the Soviet ideological

qoiritnent to the Yarxist-Leninist revolutionary striZle, is that the

Mediterranean washes the shores of some eighteen sovereitn nations

%ith a nopulation of o-7er 300 million reople.9 It is a sensitive area

characterized by widespread economic under-development, intermittent

war between the Arabs and Israelis, friction between Greece and Turkey,

political instability in Italy, French indecision over participation

in the NATO military structure, and the lure of vast oil deposits.

So far the Soviet Union has not been able o sienificantly exploit

this seemingly chaotic situat'.on. However, her economic aid, military

assistance, and moral support for the Arabs all seem to be desiened to

mairtain tension in the area. Similtaneously , she continues to build

tin the stren;-th of her Mediterranean S"uadron.

But puttinp historical and Ldeological reasons as;de, the eccnomic

Ajlnerability of LAO's southern flank woiild easily just iir a strong

Sovie+ effort in the .'diterranaan. Some 2,60 merchant ships are in

the Vediterranean on a jr one day, and they move sovre 100 million tons

10of car-,.o each year. nirthei-more, sore ninety percent of the total

.u3rntit: of goodr moving into and out of the three countries on NA19's

southern flank (Italy, ' nrei~ce and Turke-y) is trans'ported via Mediter-

ranean s-a lanes, 11
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A widely-held formula for describing the balance of power in the

Mediterranean simply equates the combat units of the SOVKMOW and, the

US Sixth Fleet and either igrores the political geograeph of the regi

or shrugs it off. One high NATO authority has stated:

Admittedly, Gibraltar and the Sea of Marmara would oe undir
WATO control in the event. of hostilities, and the Suez is,
for the time being, closed. But these choke points have
diminished Jn imrportance from the defensive point of view
in that there are now powerful Russian forces in being
continuously on either side of the!. 2

The make-up of the Soviet forces in the Fediterraiean will be

examined in a later section. Here, however, it is important to fully

appreciate the severe limitation that the Turkish, as well as the

Gibraltar, Straits place on Soviet operations.

It is difficult to imavine a more ideal sit. for an anti-submarine

warfare C;SW) defense than at the Straits of Gibraltar. Britain still

retains its base there, ad the US maintains a large naval base 50

miles west of the Straits at Rota. At their nairowest Doint the Straits

are only 8j miles wide. All the NATO navies have modern ASi systems,

and the Soviets do not have any bases within thousands of miles. To

exr)lit just such situations, the US in the current fiscal year will

s:e'nd almost a billion dollars on ea'iiprent for three different under-

sea surveillance syrters and two new I%;oes of AS-d aircraft. 1 3 In. time

of war, it would be extremely hazardous for the Soviet submarines to

even aT'proach the Gibraltar traits,

The problem posed to 3oviet naval roverents by the Turkish Straits

is more complicate-d but equally as discouraginC for the Soviets. A

plance at a rap is suiricient to understand the severe disadvantafe

hI



which the Soviet Union o uld be under in any conflict in the .1*diter-

ranean area. Not only must her 'lack Sea Fleet and merohant marine pass

through the 200 mile lone Straits (Straits of Dardanelles, the Sea of

J.armara, and the Bosphorus), but, having done this, it mould still be

subject to attack while threading through the Aegean Sea. Obviously,

seizure of the Straits would not achieve egress to the Mediterranean.

A long and bitter land, sea, and air campaign would haive to be fcught

to cl ear Greek and Turkish Thrace, Western Anatolia. the Greek Mlainland,

and the Aegean Islands to include Crete. The geography of the region

would present the Soviet Union ith a war-time nightmare. In peacetime,

the situation is equally handicapping because Soviet ships can pass

through the Straits only under the conditions of the Montreux Convention

of 1936. The effect of the 1936 Convention on Soviet power and flex-

ibility justifies a brief sumary of its restrictive provisions.

YONTtrEUX COWWETI0N14

The stated nuroose of the Montreux Convention is to regulate tran-

sit and navi.ation in the Straits within the framework of Turkish and

Black Sea States security. However, the hikory of the Straits, from

the signing of the first Straits Convention in 1811115 and continuing

today when NATO, in fact, euarantees Turkish security, clearly shows

the ,uiding principle to be that no state hostile to ! iropean (now

ircluding the US) interests should control the Straits.

Although only ten nations, including the USSR, were signatories

to the 1936 ,onvintiog, it is universally observed. Also, none of the



signatories has ever used the provisions of. the treaty for holding a

new conferenoe for the purpose of drawing up a new Convention* S:ven the

3oviet Union, which has made unoCfiMO1 demands over the years, has

reralned silent on the matter since 1966 when she protested that iris-

siles aboard US destroyers enterinL, the Straits violated the arms limi-

tati.,ns of the Convention. It is, perhaps, an indication that the Soviet

Union does not regard herself as strong as somte in the West imagine her

to be. In fact, she mAy be perfectly content to use the Convention for

its stated nurpose - to scfegCard her security as a Plack Sea Power -

and not to risk a new conference on the Straits and the possibility of

non-Black Sea naval elements of NATO being stationed on the Alack Sea.

Simply stated, the relevant provisions of the Convention are:

1. f!erchant vessels enjoy comnlete freedom. of transit in time of

peace. However, to facilitate collection of taxes or charges by Tirkey,

mprchant ships must provide their name, nationality, tonnage, destin-

ation, And last port of call. (Art. 2)

2. In time of war or tilreat of var, Turkey beinC a bel'igerentp

the passaes of warships is left entirely to the discretion of the

'Ntrkish Governirent. Also, only merchant ships not be) onging to a hostile

country would then still enjoy freedom of transit* (Arts. 5, 20, and 21)

3. T. ack Sea Powers will Trrovide the Turkish Government eight days

notice of the intent to move varships through the Straits, In the case

of non-Black Sea 'owers, it Is "desirable" that fifteen days notice be

riven. (Art. 13)

h. 'lot more than nine veauels of all foreign navies may be in



transit through the Straits at ary one time, aud their aggregate tonnage

shall not exceed 15,00M tons. However, %ack-Sea Powers may send capital

ships greater than 15,OOO tons through the Straits singly if they are

escorted by not more than two destroyers, (Arts. 11 and 14)

5. The aggregate tonnage of non-Rlack Sea naval forces in the

Black Sea may not exceed 45,000 tonE, and non-Black Sea Powers are

limited to two-thirds of that aggreg:ate. Warships of non-Rlack Sea

?o ers may remain in the Black Sea not more than 21 days. (Art. 18)

6. Submarines of Black Sea Powers may be sent through the Straits

if constructed or purcbaged outsidie the Black Sea but only then for tt-

puroose of joirine their base in the Black Sea. Also, submarines are

entitled to pass through the Straits for t~ie purpose of being repaired

outside th Bijck Sea. In any case, submarines must travel. by day and

on the surface. (Art. 12)

7. Warships ray not make use of aircraft while in transit. (Art. 15)

The effect of the Convention on peacetime Soviet po.eer in the

Yediterranean is to deny them the possibility of surprise and massive

reinforcement and to make the SOVDRON entirely de-pendent on the

Northern and Baltic Fle'ts for submarine support. In wartime, with the

Gibraltar Straits effectively closed by NATO ASW activity, the

SOVEDRON would be traoped in the Mediterranean.

NAVAL STR TbGf

Having discussed some of the geopclitical aspects of the Mediter-

ranean area, and before examining the charact-ristics of the NATO and

Soviat forces in that area, it will be useful to consider the opposing

7J



naval strategies which would be employed in the, Ovent of I conflict..

NATO strategy, in general, is an open book for all, including the

Soviets, to read. It is based on sufficient conventional and nuclear

forces to deter attack and, bhould this fail, to defend as far forward

as possible while further efforts are made to bring hostilities to an

end. Ultirately, howevemr, nhe defense of Alliance territories is depen.-

dent on 1UTO's ability to mobilize its vast resources and reinforce

the forward defense. Crucial to the strategy is the requirement to

raintain sea lines of comunication both to sustain the defensive forces

and to insure that further reinforcements arrive where and when needed.

The strategy pays particular attention to the 14editerranean, focusing

on the importance of the Turkish Straits and the deendence of Western

Europe on the oil resources of the Fiddle East and North Africa,1 6

Admiral HRoacio Rivero, former Co wnder-in-Chief, Allied Forces

Southern ).irope, provides us with a guarded indication of what the

salient points of te naval strategy in the Kediterranean would be.

He observes almost scornfully:

. the Soviet naval squadron is substantially inferior
to that of WATO's naval forces. Furthermore, I am confident
that the NATO naval and 3ir forces could effectively
neutralize rajor units of the Sviet surface fleet in
reasonably short order 17

Howiver, he views th stront Soviet msbmarine fleet in the Mediterranean

more soberly and sees a war of attrition in which losses mould be

sustained until the submarines are neutralized. Airpower, both carrier

and land based, is re!ar3ed by the xdmiral as the margin of superiority,

and he recognizes the danger that the Soviets might secure air "ases

B
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on the North African littoral.
18

With the Gibraltar and Turkish Straits closed to Soviet use (as

discussed above under Geopolitical Considerations), it appears that

the NATO naval etrategy in the Mediterranean would be to sweep tha

SOVMvDRON from the seas, to reestablish an Allied mare nostrum, to

encourage the nations of the Middle East and North Africa to, at least,

rerain nmtral, and to continue the flow of oil to Western Europe.

Soviet naval strategy, not surrrisingly, focuses on the weak

points of NITO strategy. Marshal Sokolovskii observes in the Soviet

publication Military Strategy:

* . * that up to three-fourths of all the material and per-
sonnel of the probable enemy are across the ocean * . . *

80 to 100 larve transports should arrive daily at Sxropean
ports and 1,500 to 2,000 ships, not counting+ escorts, would
be en route sirnltaneously... . /TereforeL7 among the
primary missions of the Navy in a Tuure war will be the
disruption of enepy shipping ad the interdiction of his
communications lin s.1 9

What the Soviet nava] strategy would be in the Mediterranean, where

i reinforcement or escape would presumably be unavailable options, is not

known. However, Sokolovskii sugeests that because the aircraft carrier

is the cornerstone of the US Navy it is essential to destroy them,
20

Therefor, with time and attrition on the side of NATO in the Mediter-

ranean, it seems probable that the SOVYEDRON would attempt to do as

much damage as it could before being swept away. Should the SOVMEDRON

be able to achieve tactical surnrise (perhans in coordination with

similar attacks elsewhere) NATO could find itself minus severa. carriers

at the very outset of hostilities. However, as suggested above, even

this mIsfortune would not drastically the iym.ediate outcome in the
A

Yediterrannan,



Considering just such a situation, Admiral. Arleigh Burke has asked,

in the forward to a bjok on Soviet Naval Strategy, why the Soviets

bothered to develop a navy at all. Ris answer is conpatible with the

infornatior we have on Soviet strategy, the situation currently facing

them in the Mediterranean, and the ty re of units that make up their

Navy. In Admiral Burke's opinion, the mis'ion of the Soviet Navy is:

. to defend the waters contiguous to her shore line.
;o suport her kround forces. To conduct short-haul amphib-
ious onerations close to territory she holds. To destroy Free
World merchantren and naval shins in the event of a conven-
tional war. To dominate the waters of her adjacent nation
neighbors, and, thus, to intimidate them,

But probably primarily to provide tangible sup' ort to
the psychological, , olitical, anid economic warfare, at which
he has demonstrated so much aderntness under the umbrella
of "eaceful coexistence.". . The Soviet Union may hope
the tire will come w hen she can vain domination of the world
in snite of not having the ability to control the seas 21

TRE MI.ILITARY BALANVCE IN T4E TE.DITERqRAAN

Growing Soviet strength in the Mediterranean has come to be

regarded by many as resultirg in a precarious balance between NATO

and the Soviet Union in that reeion. The grouth in the strength of the

SOVY1EDON has been startling, having risen from a purely token force

in 196) to what a-pears now to be a ,.ormal strenth of about 5O unitse2 2

When considered uith the Soviet vdis ile and air units previously based

in Fgypt, this force did indeP6 pose a serious threat to the US Sixth

Flaet and other NATO Navies in the NMediterraneano However, even with

the expulsion, in 1972, of the Soviet air and missile units and severe

curtailment in the use of , yotian naval facilities, the SOVTRON

continues to be credited with remarkable destructive capability and

10
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F

sustainine power.
23

In the past, the usual comparilson has been between the US Sixth

Fleet and the SO&0I RCV. Dependint on the tine taken for the compar-

ison, the fitures vary fron a high of 53 shins for the Sixth Fleet and

72 for the &jVwDTON24 to a low of 50 and 50, respectively.25 Such a

comparison is completely misl'ading. It does not consider the strength

of other rATO fleets in the 1iediterranean, the composition of the

respective forces, nor the isolation of the Soviet Squadron.

A more useful comparison of naval forces in the Mediterranean

would consider all the forces immediately available and which could

bo sustained. On the Warsaw Fact side, such a comnarison would have to

exclude those Plack Sea Fleet units not already deployed with the

SOV DRON as well as the Roumanian and Pul,arian Navies which do not

normally operate in the Yeditrraean. It is a fair assumption that

Thrkey would close the Straits to foreign warshios should war appear

imminent. In any case, it is unlikely that the Soviets would want their

Black Sea Fleet in the 11editerranean, isolated and unsupportable. On

the NATO side, not only must all NATO naval units belonging to Mediter-

ranean nations be counted bit also the French forces, which after all,

continue to carry rait exercises with the Sixth Fleet.26 In fact, the

US use of air and naval bases in Spain suf gests that the Sp.anish naval

forces should also be included in the comnarison.

A comparison, based on the above an roach, shows quite dramat-

ically how outnumbered the Soviet naval forces in the editerranean

actually are (see Figure 1). If one considers combat units down to and

11



including frigates and escort., the SOVMDR0N is outnumbered by about

eight to one.

SOVIET27 AND NATO2 8 HEITEZRANEkN GOMBLTANTS

E44

00

Aircraft Carriers 2 2I i Helicopter Carrit .c 1 1 2

Helicop'#er Cruisers 1 1 1

Cruisers, SS & SAM 2 1 3 6 1

[Cri sers 1 1 2 1

Destroyers SSN, SAM & ASW 16 17 6 8 10 13 70 10

Frigates & Escorts 29 10 4 6 8 57

Submarines 3 19 9 3 10 4 48 10

Grand Total 190 23

FIGUM.E I

On the other hand, there is certainly room to argue that the

SOVMDMON units are generally more modern, with most being SSM and

WSA equipped. However, the SOVYIEDRON is without any, air support, ship-

borne or land based. In this respect Adiral Rivero has written:

12



Our carrier aircraft enable us to exercise this necessary
control of the air over the areas of naval operat.ons and
would also be most effective for neutralization of the
opposing surface fleet which does not include a tactical
air component.29

Sea cower does not necessarily rest with the side possessing the

most modern units. In 1940, after the fall of France, superiority in

the Mediterranean oassed to the Italian Fleet, large and modern, but

with no aircraft carriers. The British Mediterranean Fleet, though

older and inferior in numbers, possossed modern aircraft carriers and

were able to drastically reduce the Italian Fleet ane thus assume

sea suneriority. 3(

There are valid and sound arguments ror modernizing the aging US,

as well as NATO, fleets, and this is goin- on to the actual disadvan-

tare of the Soviet Union. During the ten years from 1962 to 1971, naval

deliveries of all classes of combatants have totaled 346 to NATO(exclud-

inr ?rance) and 268 to the Warsaw Pact (in fact the Soviet UnioT. And

a ratio similarly favourable to NATO continues even if deliveries for

only the most recently reported five year period are considered - 176

for NATO and 140 for the WP.31

The balarce in the Mediterranean goes even more heavily against

the Soviet Union when planned new construction is examined. During the

early' and mid-70's, NATO M.editerranean nations alone (including France)

will construct mor. new combatants (1 helicopter carrier, 2 nuclear

powered ballistic missile subrarinps, 12 correntional submarines, 2

guided nissile destrnyers 6 guided missile fri-ates, and 5 other

frigates).2 than the eoviet Union hars in Its etntjr S-',, DdON. If

13



Spanish construction is included. three more euided missile destroyers

and t ,o fleet submarinee can be added. 3 3

Furthermore, the equation for determining the future balance in

the Mediterranean must account for new US construction. Of course,

newly constructed US ships ..ay not be committed to the Mediterranean.

It is sufficient, therefore, to note here that the 1972 and 1973 US

construction programs (11 nuclear powered attack submarines. 3 nuclear

powered guided missile frigate, 14 ASW destroyers all lareger in size

than the USSR's Kresta II cruiser, and a number of smaller combatants

and supl ort ships) also far exceed the combatant strength of the

SOVMEDRON. And, finally, the US continues to maintain and modernize its

15 active aircraft ca,'riers and will receive its second and third

nuclear poworecd carriers in 1974 and 1975. 35 The Soviet Union has yet

to put into service even its first conventional aircraft carrier.

In 1971, Admriral livero observed that "... the power of the

Soviet Naval Squadron Jn the Mditerfanean7 is substantially inferior

to that of NATO's naval forces.0 6 That optimistic estimate continues

to be fully Justified,

TE POLITICAL BALANCE IN T4C, Y0ITERliANkX!(

The key to the political balance in the Mediterranean is the Arab-

Israeli dispute. Since the foundation of the state of Israel in 1948,

the murrounding Arab nations have been intent on its liquidation. Even

thouuh they number onlY 3 million, the Israelis have created an excel-

lent army of 25,00 re~lilars amd 52,OO0 conscripts and can mobilize an

14
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additional 225,0m troops within 72 hours. 3 7 With such a potent force,

and in self-defense, the Israelis have occupied relatively vast areas f

former Arab land thus providing the A%.abs with a unifyinc cause. The

Soviet Union, after initially backing the new Israeli state, has strongly

supported the Arab caase with military equi-iment, economic aid, and

political influence, Should the dispute continue indefinitel7, the

Soviet Unior, as thb great-po-',er friend of the Arabs, -will be in a

position to rreatly inflnencn Arab actions and to enjoy Arab support.

7owever, should thi dispute so-ehaw be miraculously settled, the Soviet

Union would lose its l'everae.f

The Arab leaders are anti-co1runist in character and intensely

rationlis+ic;. also, + e -arke ts for Lrab oil nre i- +.v 1- fithout

Aral- ,id or f"s"e..iIip:r that the Arabs, spe-ifi-

cally Ei~pt and Syria, ,ould continue to allow the Soviets the use of

naval shore facilities. Sua-estive of '4hat could occur was the expul-

sioh, in 1972, of the Soviet air and air-defense units and many advisors

ard technicians fror &-ypt byr irecident Sadat, in sn,,er over what he

felt was insufficient and inade"- te Soviet sup-lort, 3 8

At the time )f this writinr, the Arab-Israeli dispute has ag!ain

euioted into open warfare. initlal re-orts indicate that the Israel.s

will a, amn rout the attackinC .rah forces and maintain the positions

achieved during; the 1967 war. If this should occur, and no compromise

accentable to both sides can be reached, thon, perhaps, leftist Arab

leaders more Tnp-thetic to the slower and loner rani-e Soviet solu-

tions might come to 'ower. This, in turn, could lead to- the expansion
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of Soviet use of Egyptian and Syrian naval facilities, and to the

reintroduction ,f Soviet air and air-defense units. Conceivably, ami

particularly should the Arabs suffer an especially humiliating dafu#t

at the hands of the Israelis, facilities in Libya (the former US

Wheeler Air Base) and in Algeria (the former French naval base at-

Mers-el-Kebir and the nearby air base at tkou-Sfer) might be mad

available to the Soviets.39

As Arab oil becomes more in demand by the est, stch a cfurse of

action will become politically and militarily more inviting to the

Arabs. Should such an expansion of Soviet base rights in North Africa

occur, the worst fears expressed above by the former Com'rander-in-Chief

of Allied Forces Southern Europe would come to pass. Th4 Soviets

would have widely based air sup: ort f Tr its SOV1EDRO, and port facil-

ities would allow a several-fold increase in the SOVEEDRON submarine

strenkth.

The enrrent Commander-in-Chief in the Mediterranean considers the

submarine threat to the region already serious:

Many of the important supplies on which the Southern Ref;ion
de' ends must transit the North Atlantic to and from America,
or the South Atlantic and indian Ocean before they even reach
the 14editerranean. In these waters the Xllies face in the
Soviet Navy a submarine fleet many times the size of the

SCerman It-boat forc3 at the outset of World War rI. What is
more, the USeR is producint new high speed nuclear submarines
at a greater rate than any other power in the world.40

The Arab-Israeli dis ute could )rovide the Soviet Union with the

key to the balance of power in the Mediterranean. ;"at geography and

NATO military might have dented her may come throuih exploitation of

the politics of the region.
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CONTCUSIONS

During the last five years, Soviet rilitary power in the 1%diter-

ranean has continued to decline relative to NATO's. Although the average

btrength of the SOV1'ThD-ON has crert u- fror 40 to 50 ships, and a vig-

orous Soviet ship construction progran has provided a steady improve-

ment in quality and c3pability, the SOV EDRON continues to be out-

numbered by the est in the Nediterranean by a ratio of eight to one.

io.TO naval ship construction protrams are producing sinif icantly more

new ships than the Scv jets. Further-ore, the SOVM)DON continues to be

without air s'pport and denends on Eypt and Syria for limited shore

facilities, However, perhaps the mz t damaginv deficiency in Soviet

power in the Yediterranean is the potential isolatiun hanging over the

SOV!EDQON. Even in -eactime, its subnarines .ust core thousands of miles

from the North or Paltic Fleets; in wartine or in a time of crisis,

both the Abraltar and Turkish Straits could be sealed off thus ending

any chance of rapid reinforcement or epca,- e.

Therp is one bright st ot in the Soviet situation, however. The

karab-1sraeli dispute continues and has again recently erupted into open

conflict. Vocal support and considerable military aid place the Soviet

U1nion firmly on the .-.rs:b side, but only s fficle.tly, it See, to

inq1re a protracted conflict. If the Sovilet Union can exploit this

situation to the exte it that thn Arabs offer her unrertrict,-d u.e of

air and navli Lats, alone the North ,,frican coast, then NATO might

very wl1 find the ba inc, of pow-ier upset on her southern flank.

OLIVER A. RAY[
]7 ~COL •:
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